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Introduction

Kindergarten is the gateway through which a child passes into school life. In
kindergarten students develop life skills and learn about themselves as
individuals within a group of peers.
Children in kindergarten quickly gain confidence in their ability to learn from
a range of resources including the teacher, curriculum materials, the library
and each other. They take pride in the new skills they acquire. The classroom,
as a social and learning community, provides opportunities for students to
work cooperatively with others monitor their own behavior in a group and seek
and accept adult help when needed.
Important s of festival celebration:Ø Celebrating festivals in the preschool builds up better home school
relationship as certain festivals form recognition and extension of home
environment.
Ø All festivals are not celebrated at home where as in a preschool all
festivals are celebrated. They give an opportunity to participate at home.
Ø Festivals are celebrated in preschool to understand and keep up our
cultural heritage and values, at the same time to develop a desire to
understand the culture of others and respect them.
Ø Celebration of different religious festivals, builds a sense of tolerance
and acceptance of various forms of worship.
Ø Through this, children come to generalize that basically people are the
same besides the religious differences.
Ø Celebrations of national festivals impart national spirit in children and
build a sense of patriotism. It provides an opportunity to explain the
meaning and significance of the festival.
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Festival Celebration - Eid-ul-fitar

Ramzan was celebrated on 8th Aug
in school. Children were informed
about the significance of this
festival through an Audio Video
Presentation. Eid delicacy Sheer
Khurma was made at the school for
children, who greeted each other
and wished 'Eid Mubarak' in the
traditional style.
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Festival Celebration - Independence Day

We celebrated Independence Day in
school by singing patriotic songs,
giving children paper caps with
tricolor painted. Theme was to
be dressed as any national
leader/historic character.
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Festival Celebration - Raksha Bandhan

Children at I Play I Learn celebrated
Raksha Bandhan , to strengthen the
bond of love and foster the feeling
of sharing and caring between
brothers and sisters.

The

excitement of the day could be seen
on the faces of the toddlers,
fancied up in traditional dresses.
The school was vividly decorated
with colorful ribbons and cut-outs
on this special occasion, which added
to the spirit of the day. . Rakhi
"ceremony" took place where girls
tied rakhi on boys' wrists and gifts
were exchanged thereafter.
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Festival Celebration - Janmashtami

Playing flute, having a bowl of butter
and sharing laughter with friends,
the fun event consisted of several
entertaining elements kids were
beautifully dressed in Lord
Krishna's attire.
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Themes of the month - Shapes

Shapes : We all use shape as a way of identifying and organizing visual
information. Very early, child begins to make a connection between familiar
objects and their shapes. Changes in these can be surprising. For example, at
first he may not want to eat round waffles or square cookies. But once he
experiences this new shape information (and finds out it is still delicious!), he
can easily integrate the new shape into his pantheon of shape knowledge.
When child explores different shapes, she is using one of the most basic
educational processes: the observation of same and different. This concept
provides her with a basic process that she will be able to use in observing,
comparing and discussing all she sees and encounters.
Play shape-sorting games with simple
household items. Put a collection of objects
Square

Rectangle

on the floor and invite your child to sort them
into different piles - for round, square, flat,
or rectangular items.

Pentagon
Triangle

Shapes are also symbols. Not surprisingly,
the early recognition of shapes relates to
your child's ability to read symbols
otherwise known as letters. Capital letters

Circle

Oval

are made mostly of circles (or parts of
circles) and lines. The first step in
understanding letters is the ability to know
the difference between a circle and a square

Star
Semi - Circle

or rectangle.
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Parent’s Corner

Help your child recognize shapes and size relationships
l

At the grocery store, ask your child to find items that
are triangles, circles, rectangles, and other shapes.

l

Ask your child to recognize or stack the groceries you
bought by container shape or organize by size.

l

Collect objects in nature - leaves, rocks, shells and the
like. When you get home, sort them by color, shapes,
size, or type. How many different categories can you
find? How many objects are in more than 1 category?

Message for Parent:

“Play is
the beginning
of knowledge”
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